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Abstract Pantographic fabrics are presented as a paradigmatic example to
discuss the research perspective on Multiphysics and multiscale materials. Re-
duced order modeling, obtained by introducing higher gradient or microstruc-
tured continua, shows much smaller computational needs than those required
by full-scale 3D modeling calculations and by equivalent discrete spring sys-
tems. Researches already available in the literature compare theoretical pre-
dictions with results obtained in real experiments, analyzing both in-plane and
out-of-plane deformations possibly induced by local buckling phenomena. The
goal is to achieve three major objectives: i) formulate coarse-scale nonlinear
higher gradient continuum models describing a more general class of panto-
graphic metamaterials, based on finer-scale descriptions, through homogeniza-
tion techniques; ii) implement Finite Element analyses with shape functions
possessing higher regularity or employing mixed formulations to perform sim-
ulations with the above formulated models; iii) validate and verify the derived
models through the acquisition and analysis of experimental data. These goals
would likely push toward the improvement of 3D printing protocols to en-
hance the quality of the pantographic prototypes and DIC as experiments
measurement technique. It can be also conjectured that many macroscopi-
cal deformation energies can be synthesized by using as elementary elements,
inside periodicity cells, some pantographic modules.
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1 Introduction

In the last years the progress in the technical capability of designing and
building materials at small scales (e.g. 3D printing, electrospinning, roll-to-
roll processing, dry etching, wet chemical etching, wet bulk micromachining,
photolithography and next-generation lithography, micro-moulding, and self-
assembly) have led to the realization of newly conceived materials, “meta-
materials”, whose peculiar mechanical and acoustical macroscopic (or coarse-
scale, i.e. at a length scale much larger than that of the basic unit cell) prop-
erties appear to have no equals in nature [10]. Often, especially in the elastic
regimes, it is the micro-structure (i.e. the properties of the basic unit cell
and the interaction among basic cells) to determine mostly the properties of
these metamaterials, much more than the physical and chemical characteristics
of the constitutive fundamental materials used for their manufacturing (e.g.
aluminium, steel, polyamide, etc.). The development of, for instance, devices
in aerospace, naval and civil constructions, professional apparel, implants for
surgical use, novel telescopes [14,90], require the development of new high-
performance materials.

But how to develop new metamaterials? The idea can be to establish a
priori the mechanical properties which one desires for its new material. To fix
the properties which are to be demanded one can state that a metamaterial
is governed by some a priori chosen equations, and these equations determine
its evolution. An effective choice to impose these equations may consist in
choosing an Action Functional and by finding the evolution equations via the
calculation of the corresponding Euler-Lagrange conditions. This deduction
method has been used by D’Alembert, Lagrange, Piola [67] (see for instance
the discussion in [29,30]) and more recently by Mindlin, Toupin [69,94]. The
main advantages in using a variational approach consist, when using infinite
dimensional models, in the possibility of deducing immediately the class of
boundary condition which are compatible with the bulk evolution equations
(see [66,48–50]). It is possible to include dissipation effects starting either
from a postulation based on the principle of virtual work, more general than
the Least Action principle (see [5,35,37,38,91]), or from a postulation based
on the Hamilton-Rayleigh Principle, where a dissipation functional is added
to the action functional (see e.g. [85,92,33,43,46]). Once the mathematical
model which one wants to use has been fixed, choosing Lagrange and possi-
bly Rayleigh functions (as done in [51]), then the problem of the design of a
metamaterial becomes a problem of synthesis. Subsequently, one has to find
a microstructure for the searched mechanical system that, once homogenized
(e.g. [2,3,13,75,81]), gives rise to an evolution governed exactly by these func-
tions. The synthesis problem is not new in physics: indeed at least during the
decades 1930-1950 this problem was topical for the industry of electric circuits.
In facts the analog computers were nothing else that the electrical synthesis
of some ODEs or some PDEs (see [65,21]). The concepts developed by Kron
were used more recently to synthesize piezoelectromechanical metamaterials,
where the coupling with a given mechanical system is created via piezoelectric
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transducers [56,68]. In the context of purely mechanical metamaterials the
synthesis techniques have found many interesting applications (see e.g. [10,
12,28,40,101]). Given second gradient deformation energies the problem is to
find the microstructure of a metamaterial which is storing deformation energy
correspondingly. Some solutions for the last specific problem can be found in
[4,41,86]. More generally one can try to get targeted materials basing, for in-
stance, the demands: i) on the mechanical properties of granular materials as
done in [71]; ii) by requiring some particular properties when damage occurs
as in [73,79,87]; iii) by designing some scaffolds for bone reconstruction as in
[52]; iv) by requiring that the microscopic structure exhibits some long range
interactions as in [42,64].

Important mathematical problems arise when trying to introduce “reduced
order” models, which are valid at a macro-scale and are models which supply
a simplified mathematical description of complex systems, by assuming a “di-
rect” continuum description [58]. Also mathematically difficult is to study the
case of metamaterials including fibers that can be assumed to be inextensible:
the treatment, based on Pipkin seminal results [76,77,89] has given interest-
ing results, which show, however, how difficult is to study continua subjected
to kinematical constraints [22,23,31,82]. Important numerical problems have
to be faced to get reliable predictions about the mechanical behavior of the
designed metamaterials. Most relevant effects seem to occur mainly in the
non-linear regimes, and, correspondingly, the numerical algorithms to be used
must be able to handle non-linearity, bifurcation, loss of stability and similar
phenomena [61,95,99].

Recently synthesized materials have been designed to show exotic bulk-to-
shear-moduli ratios (e.g. auxetic materials), negative compressibility transi-
tions, unusual dynamic behavior for wave propagation. Also, materials with
enhanced mechanical properties (robust buckling responses against structural
perturbations), extreme strength-to-weight ratios, programmable shape trans-
formations (for instance exploiting elastic instabilities of the microstructure,
like origami structures) and negative effective masses, have been recently en-
gineered. In many cases, these peculiar behaviors can be produced by taking
advantage from the interaction among mechanical phenomena taking place at
different length scales. A possible approach to deal with such multiscale me-
chanical interactions is represented by higher-order gradient continuum theo-
ries [15].

Pantographic fabrics could be a paradigmatic example to discuss some re-
search perspectives that can be resulting in a progress of the knowledge of
Multiphysics and multiscale materials. Indeed, the intrinsic multiscale inter-
actions present in this kind of materials lead to a second gradient continuum
model description. Also, proper choices of the constituting materials (piezo-
electric or flexoelectic, ionic polymer metal composite [19,27]) could easily lead
to Multiphysics behaviors as done in [45].
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2 Literature Review

Pantographic fabrics (see Fig. 1) are materials constituted by two orthogonal
families of long beams, sometimes also referred to as fibers, interconnected at
their intersection points by elastic pivots, i.e. small cylinders which allow for
relative rotations at the expense of some deformation energy [36,39].

Fig. 1 A 3D-printed pantographic fabric using PA2200 powder as constituting material
(left). Magnification of a 3D-printed polyamide short-arm obtained by means of optical
microscopy (right).

Pantographic fabrics have been proposed recently as a meta-material which
is well-described at the macroscopic scale by second gradient continuum theo-
ries [34]. Fibers can be modeled as beams, possibly subjected to large deforma-
tions [11,54]. Pioneering papers [20,62,69,94,47] recognized the importance of
understanding microscale mechanics in order to deduce macroscale behavior of
continuum models. At the smallest scale, one can conceive of atomistic mod-
els to study the material behavior by investigating atomic interactions. The
building block scales for atomistic models vary from 1 Å up to 50 Å. Analyses
at this scale can in principle lead to high accuracy in results. However, gran-
ular materials like printed polyamide are still far to be dealt with atomistic
modeling because of their complex composition which takes into account ionic,
covalent and hydrogen bonds. Atomistic models are practically impossible at
scales larger than few hundred atoms for complex material systems. The dif-
ficulty of atomic models is not only confined to their high computational cost
but, more importantly, it is due to the impossibility of specifying the atomic
structures of the myriad of material phases and interphases including their
defects. Coarse-grained models such as molecular models, bead-spring models
or discrete element models, can incorporate micro-scale effects, resulting in a
more advantageous method to deal with scales from the atomistic one ∼ 10−9

m to Cauchy continuum one ∼ 10−3 m. In [53] full scale 3D simulations at
Cauchy continuum scale have been performed (see Fig. 2).

A coarser 2D discrete-spring model resembling the pantographic structure
(see Fig. 3) has been introduced in [96] (see also [18,102]). The blue/red ro-
tational springs in Fig. 3 simulate the in-plane bending stiffness of fibers, the
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Fig. 2 2D top view with 3D view of zoomed details of the deformed shape of a pantographic
fabric subject to a bias extension test (left) and 3D view of a pantographic specimen subject
to twist (right). Numerical simulations were performed by means of the Cauchy continuum
model. Cold colors are at the bottom of the color-scale, while warm colors are at the top of
the scale. Colors in the 2D view indicate the shear strain, i.e. deviation from being orthogonal
of two fibers intersecting in a point, while colors in the 3D view indicate qualitatively the
deformation energy.

green rotational springs simulate the in-plane torsional stiffness of pivots, and
the extensional springs simulate the extensional stiffness of fibers.

Fig. 3 Discrete-spring two-dimensional model employed in [96] for the modeling of panto-
graphic fabrics (left). Current shape of the spring model in a bias extension test (right).

This last approach resulted to be very effective in describing in-plane de-
formations of the more refined 3D Cauchy model which, in turn, gives results
almost overlapping with experimental ones [97,98]. This motivated a further
coarsening: starting from this discrete-spring model, an asymptotic homoge-
nization procedure (i.e. assuming that the pitch of the fabrics tends to zero)
has led to a second gradient continuum [32]. It is obtained that the static
behavior of such a continuum is characterized by a deformation energy U de-
pending on the deformation gradient tensor F, its gradient ∇F (this is the
reason why, unlike Cauchy materials, pantographic fabrics are higher gradient
materials and, in particular, they are “second” gradient materials: ∇F involves
the second spatial derivative of the displacement χ), both evaluated along the
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fiber directions D1 and D2:
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with α taking values 1 and 2 for the two families of fibers and Kα
e , Kα

b and
Kα
p being material stiffness related to fibers stretching, bending and pivots

twisting (macroscopic shear), respectively. It is worth noting that the material
parameters can be estimated numerically or experimentally as done in [26,
57,63]. This model is computationally very efficient. Indeed, it can be solved
numerically faster than a much more refined Cauchy model which is time-
consuming because of the greater number of degrees of freedom (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Equilibrium shapes of pantographic fabrics subject to a bias bi-axial extension test.
Simulations were performed using a 2D homogenized continuum model. Colors indicate the
energy density on the left panel, and the shear deformation on the right panel. Black solid
lines indicate the reference configuration. Grey solid lines indicate material lines in the
current configuration.

Existence and uniqueness of weak solutions to the Euler Lagrange equa-
tions for the above deformation energy has been proved by means of anisotropic
Sobolev spaces in [44]. Results obtained with this continuum model are in very
good agreement with experimental ones (see Fig. 5), meaning that during the
homogenization process the unavoidable loss of information does not affect the
relevant properties of the modeling.

Further extensions to this continuum model in order to take into account
out-of-plane motions with a reduced order two-dimensional surface model mov-
ing in the space have been proposed in [59,88]. Such extended model has been
employed in [9] in order to study buckling in pantographic fabrics subject to
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Fig. 5 Equilibrium shapes of pantographic fabrics subject to a bias extension test. Simu-
lations performed using a 2D homogenized continuum model (deformed material lines) fit
excellently the experimental data in the background even for large displacements.

a shear test. Poynting effect reversal [70] has been recently observed in panto-
graphic fabrics (see Fig. 6), as well as negative buckling effect (see Fig. 7), i.e.
buckling due to critical extension (and not compression, as it is usual) load
[55,83,84].

Fig. 6 Torsion test on aluminum pantographic fabrics (left). SEM magnification of alu-
minum powder used in its manufacturing (right).

Pantographic structures proved to exhibit very interesting features. Re-
garding their static behavior, in addition to what has been shown so far, they
exhibit a wide elastic regime (20 − 30% elastic elongation, see the green re-
gions in the force-displacement diagrams for two extension bias tests in Fig.
8) and, while being compliant for small deformations, they stiffen extremely
for large deformations. Therefore, they exhibit an advantageous strength to
weight ratio [34,80]. Pantographic fabrics are very resilient. Indeed, after the
first fiber/pivot rupture occurs (see the onset of the irreversible damaging re-
gions colored in red), the loads that were acting on the ruptured structural
member are redistributed over the adjacent members. After each fiber/pivot
rupture (see the sudden force drops in Fig. 8) the structure is able to redis-
tribute smartly the load so that it can carry forces comparable with (if not
larger than) the elastic peak occurring before first fiber/pivot rupture. More-
over, the external energy needed to have the final failure of the pantographic
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Fig. 7 Bias extension test of a pantographic fabric with non-straight (parabolic) fibers.
Macroscopic (negative, as it is occurring in tension and not in compression) buckling (very
exotic, as buckling is not usually observed in extension tests of standard plates) induced by
microscopic buckling, i.e. by buckling of middle fibers subject to compression due to global
Poisson effect.

fabrics after the onset of the irreversible damage phase (i.e. the area of the red
regions in Fig. 8) is comparable with (if not larger than) the energy needed to
cause the first fiber/pivot rupture (i.e. the green area of the green regions in
Fig. 8).

Fig. 8 Force-displacement diagrams for two bias extensions tests of pantographic fabrics.

3 Future Challenges in Pantographic Metamaterials Research

From prior works it is well-understood that continuum modeling is arguably
the most suitable tool in order to deal with complex systems without resorting
to computationally expensive descriptions that unavoidably require too many
information about the considered system, and that the theory of (incomplete)
2nd gradient elasticity is needed in order to describe standard pantographic
fabrics, as 2nd gradient terms involved in the strain energy take into account
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the relevant contribution of in-plane bending of the constituting fibers to the
peculiar phenomenology of pantographic fabrics [78].

A new class of pantographic fabrics has been proposed in [86]. Such a new
kind of pantographic fabrics (i.e. pantographic fabrics whose constituting fibers
are in turn pantographic slender systems, see Fig. 9) has been designed as a
generalization of standard pantographic fabrics; indeed its constituting fibers
are not standard beams, i.e. they cannot be modeled as lines whose deforma-
tion energy depends only upon bending and elongation, but their deformation
energy depends also upon the elongation gradient [7,72]. In the literature, this

Fig. 9 Floppy modes of pantographic fabrics with pantographic beams as constituting
fibers.

is the first example of material which can be modeled at a macroscopic scale
by means of “complete” second gradient theories, meaning that all the pure
second derivatives of the displacement field are appearing in the deformation
energy. In other words, in this new kind of structures (in addition to second
gradient contributions due to bending of constituting fibers) further second
gradient contributions appear due to the differential elongation of constitut-
ing fibers. By looking at Fig. 9, it is clear that such a kind of new pantographic
fabrics exhibit a wide class of zero-energy deformation modes, meaning that all
the configurations in Fig. 9 are achieved without expending any external work.
This is an extreme property, considering that for standard Cauchy materials
only rigid motions are entailing zero-energy.

Future challenges in pantographic metamaterials research include at least
the following three objectives. As the first, to formulate coarse-scale non-linear
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second gradient continuum models (this would be a novel accomplishments,
as the previous literature on such a kind of new structure deals only with
linear models, i.e. models in which the strain energy density depends linearly
upon the deformation gradient and its gradient), describing such a new class of
pantographic metamaterials on the ground of finer-scale descriptions through
homogenization techniques, using the fibers’ equations obtained in [7] and
proceeding in a way analogous to [32]. Secondly, to implement Finite Ele-
ment analyses with shape functions possessing higher regularity (e.g. NURBS
elements) or employing mixed formulations to perform simulations with the
above formulated models [16,17,24,60,74,100]. Third, validation and verifica-
tion the derived models through the acquisition and analysis of experimental
data.

4 Methodological Issues

Following the approach presented in [32] and relying on previous results [6–
8] for what concerns a single pantographic fiber, a homogenization procedure
shall be carried out in order to find the non-linear counterpart of the energy
found in the seminal work [86]. By means of asymptotic expansions of the
kinematic parameters with respect to the size of the basic unit cell, it is possible
to determine (at the leading order in the size of the basic unit cell and, then,
in the limit of this size tending to zero) the energy of the considered system.
Assuming that, for a fixed length of the macroscopic specimen, the size of the
basic unit cell tends to zero is equivalent to stating that the material is made
up of a multitude of cells and, therefore, that the continuum hypothesis is
legitimate.

4.1 Model Predictions and Design of Experiments

Model predictions shall be computed by means of numerical simulations. The
Finite Element computation of higher gradient continua requires care for some
specific issues. The most relevant issue is that higher gradient continua require
higher regularity of the shape functions employed in finite element methods
[1]. Ad-hoc solutions shall be adopted within working environments provided
either by opensource platforms (FEniCS project) or proprietary platforms
(Abaqus, Comsol Multiphysics, etc.). Experiments shall be conceived after nu-
merical evidence has shown that they are suitable to determine characteristic
properties of the considered materials. Fig. 10 shows experiments performed
upon standard pantographic fabrics, the same loading apparatus can be used
for the new pantographic meta-material.
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Fig. 10 Three-point test (left) and shear test (right) on pantographic meta-materials
printed with PA2200.

4.2 Data Collection and Analysis for Model Validation

Since very large displacement levels occur, digital image correlation (DIC, see
[25]) is a natural choice for the measurement technique (see Figs. 11 and 12).
A set of such deformation measurements (training set), together with force-
displacement diagrams obtained by means of the load machine transducer,
shall be used in order to fit the parameters of the differently refined models.
Another set of measurements shall be used as test set for model validation.
DIC analyses for establishing deformations in pantographic fabrics have al-
ready been employed. In Fig. 11 different meshes for DIC applied to panto-
graphic fabrics are shown. Standard meshes made of 3-noded triangles with
linear shape functions (i.e. T3-DIC) have shown to be not compatible with the
pantograph structure and, therefore, other kind of meshing have been explored
[93].

Fig. 11 Finite element meshes overlaid with the gray level picture of the reference config-
uration.
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Fig. 12 Longitudinal (a-c) and transverse (b-d) displacement fields measured with meshes
3 (a-b) and 4 (c-d). The fields are shown on the deformed configuration.

4.3 Manufacturing of Specimens

The pre-printing phase is mainly based on the use of a computer. First of all,
one has to design the model by means of a CAD software (see Fig. 13, where a
tentative design of the new pantographic structure has been attempted). Then,
one has to prepare the process of SLS (Selective Laser Sintering) 3D printing
with all the setting parameters (pre-heating temperature, laser power, bed
cooling time etc.) and, finally, the arrangement in the virtual printing chamber
is required. After printing, especially in SLS technology, it is necessary to wait
until all the objects are cooled down in order to reduce material contractions.
In the end, the cleaning process is carried out. It is done, for example, using air
pressure, abrasive blasting or ultrasonic washers. Another aspect to account
for in SLS 3D printing is the orientation of given parts in the printing chamber.
A wrong orientation of the model, especially when the model includes moving
parts (like in the case of the new pantographic fabrics), can affect functionality
or make a specimen completely useless. In conclusion, a study should be carried
out in order to find the optimal setting for specimens manufacturing and the
optimal geometric properties of the CAD model.

5 Conclusion

To summarize, some of the future challenging steps in pantographic metama-
terials research are listed below.

Optimal design and print settings (using SLS printers), and best post-press
and prepress practices (e.g., cleaning and cooling procedures to reduce sample
damage and/or prestress, preparation and powder composition) need to be de-
fined to provide technologically and scientifically useful information to those
aiming to improve SLS 3D printing quality. It will require the production of
CAD files working with the most widely used software and printers, as well as
the actual production of prototypes expected to have exotic and interesting
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Fig. 13 3D view of a tentative CAD model of the new pantographic structure.

properties (most likely useful for some applications mentioned at the begin-
ning). Further enhancement would be brought about by the formulation of
higher gradient or microstructured continuum models by means of homoge-
nization techniques starting from the synthesized microstructures. Indeed, the
continuum models are preferable from a computational point of view, so they
allow a better mechanical understanding of involved phenomena and a rapid
design process. The numerical calculations necessary for design and predicting
will require the implementation of Finite Element analyses with shape func-
tions possessing higher regularity (e.g. NURBS elements) or employing mixed
formulations or isogeometric schemes to deal with the above formulated mod-
els. Finally, it will be required to work in the development of experimental
protocols and tests useful to characterize the constitutive parameters of the
new pantographic fabrics, and to test and advance state-of-the art DIC tech-
niques (e.g. mechanically-based DIC).

As a concluding remark, one should not believe that pantographic struc-
tures are a too specific example of metamaterial. In fact, we conjecture that
the more general problem of synthesis of higher gradient microstructured con-
tinua [30] could be tackled by building elementary periodic cells constituted
by a finite set of substructures, interconnected in a suitable graph. This should
provide a parallel result to a corresponding one in circuit theory: each passive
linear circuit can be synthesized using capacitors, inductors, transformers and
resistors as elementary units.

Acknowledgements The author thanks Dr. Emilio Barchiesi for introducing him to the
topic and for the stimulating discussions that led to the present work.
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